Terms and Conditions of Sale and Delivery

(1)

General

a)

The terms and conditions apply to all deliveries, services and offers, even if they are
not referred to in more detail separately. We shall contract solely on the basis of the
present terms and conditions. Deviations, supplements, special warranties and other
individual agreements must, without exception, be in writing to be effective. This also
applies to any waiver of this written-form requirement. Deviating conditions of the
buyer that we do not expressly acknowledge are not binding for us even if we do not
specifically contest them. With unconditional acceptance of the delivery or
performance, the buyer shall be deemed to have accepted the validity of these terms
and conditions.

(2)

Offers / orders

a)

Our offers are subject to change. Orders are binding for us only if we confirm them in
writing. Conditions of purchase of the customer that may differ from our conditions of
sale shall be valid only if we have expressly declared our agreement with them in
writing. Order confirmations must be examined immediately on receipt for accuracy
and, if acceptance is refused, complaints must be submitted in writing within three
days.

(3)

Delivery terms /
deadlines / dates

a)

The delivery shall be made ex-works or ex-warehouse of the seller. The buyer shall
also bear the risk with carriage-paid delivery. We do not cover transportation
insurance. The dimensions and weights specified from our shipping site are the basis
for the calculation. Delivery time information is generally non-binding and is always to
be regarded as approximated, unless the seller has expressly committed in writing to
deliver within a certain period or by a specific date.

b)

Delayed or omitted deliveries do not entitle the buyer to compensation. If the buyer
delays taking delivery of the goods or violates other obligations to cooperate, we are
entitled to demand compensation for the resulting damages, in particular for possible
additional expenses. The right to assert further claims is reserved.

c)

In the event of impediments caused by warlike entanglements or civil unrest, strikes,
traffic obstructions, regulatory seizure and by similar events not caused by the seller,
whether these occur in Austria, the country of origin or transit countries, at the
premises of the supplier or a sub-supplier, the supplier is entitled to withdraw fully or
partially from the contract without such withdrawal giving the buyer any right to
compensation or any claim for additional delivery.

d)

Regardless of the current production site of the part offered to the buyer, we reserve
the right to produce in future representational ranges at another Boxmark location.
Costs of modifications that may be forced by the associated customs regime shall not
be borne by Boxmark.

a)

The goods remain our property up to the payment for them in full. If the goods are
processed with goods not owned by us, we are entitled to co-ownership of the new
item in proportion to the value of the reserved goods to the other processed goods at
the time of processing. The terms and conditions regarding reserved goods also apply
to the new item created by processing the reserved goods. The buyer may dispose of
the reserved goods in the ordinary course of business under its normal terms and
conditions and as long as the buyer is not in default. If the reserved goods are re-sold
the buyer must give us the exact name/company name and the exact address of the
buyer and must hand over the necessary information and records to allow us to collect
those goods. The customer shall have no further right to dispose of the reserved
goods. The receivables of the buyer from the resale of the reserved goods are hereby
assigned to us, whether they are sold to one or several purchasers, and we are entitled
to notify the third-party debtor of this assignment at any time. If the buyer sells goods
together with other goods not belonging to us, the assignment of the purchase price
receivable from the resale shall amount only to the amount of the value of the reserved
goods at the time the resold goods were delivered. If the goods are resold following
processing, particularly processing with other goods not belonging to us, the
assignment shall amount only to the value of the reserved goods at the time of
processing. The buyer must immediately notify us of a seizure or any other
interference by third parties.

b)

Potential access rights of third parties to goods that are subject to retention must be
declared without delay. This also applies to any insolvency applications, regardless of
whether the application was filed by the company itself or by a creditor.

a)

Our invoices shall be paid promptly to the seller without any deduction. Any discount
will be granted only if it is agreed or explicitly provided for in the relevant invoice and
if all other bills are fully paid and no notes payable remain outstanding.

b)

If payment is delayed we will charge default interest at the customary bank rates as
well as any associated expenses that arise. The assertion of further damages caused

(4)

(5)

Retention of title

Payment terms
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by the delay shall remain hereby unaffected. In particular, we are entitled at our
discretion to appoint a lawyer or a debt collection institution to assert our claim(s). In
the event that payment is delayed, the buyer shall pay us all costs, expenses and outof-pocket expenses that we incur in the expedient pursuit of our claims. These costs
include in particular any extra-judicial costs, in particular the legal fees of a lawyer or
of a debt collection agency.

(6)

Guarantees

c)

Set-offs, reductions or retentions are allowed only if corresponding claims have been
legally established.

d)

If our terms of payment are not honored or if circumstances arise that call into question
the creditworthiness of the buyer, all of our claims shall become due immediately
without regard to any such granted deferral. In this event we can withdraw from the
contract or claim damages for non-performance.

a)

The buyer must immediately inspect the goods on receipt for any defects, wrong
deliveries and errors of quantity. Complaints of any kind must be submitted in writing
immediately on receipt of the goods, and hidden defects upon their discovery. If no
complaint is made or is not made at the proper time, the goods shall be deemed as
being approved. In such cases the assertion of warranty or damage claims and the
right to avoid the contract on grounds of error due to defects are excluded.

b)

The non-conforming goods are to be kept at our disposal. Any resale or working or
processing of defective goods is forbidden and shall void the warranty and damage
claims, unless we have approved of same in advance in writing. If complaints prove
justified we reserve the right to honor the warranty claim at our discretion by
improvement, replacement, or a reduction in price. The buyer must prove that the
defect was present at the time of delivery. Claims for damages of any kind, whatever
the legal reason they are derived from, may be asserted only in the event of gross
misconduct (malice, gross negligence) of the seller and on grounds of a lack of
contractually assured characteristics. The injured party must prove the existence of
gross negligence or willful misconduct. Furthermore, we assume no liability for loss of
profit or for other financial losses of the buyer. Our liability to third parties is expressly
excluded. If not expressly acknowledged by us in writing, damage claims shall expire
within six months of the buyer becoming aware of the damage and of the party that
caused the damage, and in any event in two years following the completion of
performance or delivery.
The seller is liable for damages outside of the scope of the Product Liability Act only if
willful misconduct or gross negligence on the seller’s part can be proven, in line with
the statutory provisions. Liability for slight negligence, damages for consequential loss
and financial losses, loss of interest and damages from claims of third parties against
the buyer are excluded.

(7)

Limitation of liability

a)

(8)

Place of fulfillment /
court of jurisdiction,
applicable law

a) Austrian law applies to the exclusion of the UN Convention on the International Sale
of Goods. The place of performance for all contractual obligations, in particular delivery
and payment, is for both parties Feldbach/Austria. The court of jurisdiction for all
disputes arising out of this contract and for current and future claims arising from the
business relationship is our registered office (Feldbach/Austria). Without prejudice to
the foregoing, we are entitled to assert our rights at the general court of jurisdiction of
the buyer. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be wholly or partially
invalid, the remaining provisions shall remain fully effective. The invalid clause shall be
replaced by a clause that comes closest to fulfilling the aim of the clause in question.

